THIS IS US

Berns opened the doors in 1863 and has now become known as a true House of Entertainment. Located at one of Stockholm’s most desirable addresses, with its Belle Époque exterior and an opulent interior to match. Here you will find historical venues such as Röda Rummet (Red Room) that was the setting for August Strindberg’s novel with the same name. Today incredible luminaries such as Lady Gaga, Bob Dylan, Rihanna, Bill Gates, Diana Ross and the Supremes, Beyoncé, and the Dalai Lama has been guests under our roof.

This is the only place in Stockholm where you have event venues, a hotel, restaurant, cocktail bar, and several nightclubs all gathered under one roof.

Your pleasure is our priority.
THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS

Floor By Floor

THE HISTORY

At the beginning of the opening the founder Robert Berns served smaller sandwiches and nibbles together with alcoholic beverages. Robert was already a well-known name since he was the royal courts’ main pastry chefs. His idea with Berns was to create a space where you could have what we today call a dinner show. This became a great success and when it was time to step aside and let his son Hugo take over, Hugo wanted to take Berns to the next level. In February 23rd 1944 Berns opened Sweden’s very first Chinese restaurant. It was a group of Chinese jugglers, who were performing at the China Variety Theatre next door became the chefs in the kitchen, Li Chung Lin and his chefs.

In The Ballroom you have two stages one big and one small, on the larger stage was the VIP section back in the days and the smaller stage is where the artists performed. We have had performances by superstars like Diana Ross and the Supremes there along with the 60’s love song hit maker Charles Aznavour. The list is long, and it keeps growing, though today our concerts is on the big stage, don’t miss our calendar on our webpage www.berns.se
The Ballroom offers endless opportunities for your meeting and event in Stockholm, this capacity is including the two balconies. With a ceiling height of 12 meters and the original crystal chandeliers from 1863, this venue is completely unique.

---

**Capacity per layout**

- Round tables 320
- Small stage round tables 350
- Cabaret 240
- Long tables 420
- Mingle with balcony 800
- Mingle without balcony 600
- Cinema seating 550
- Concert 1100
Welcome to the popular Terrassen, overlooking Berzelii Park and Nybroviken. This is the perfect venue for the spring and summer season when you are looking for a place to arrange your afterwork.

_____________________________________________________

Capacity per layout

Standing 250    200 Sqm
The beautiful Spegelsalen is inspired by The Hall of Mirrors at the Palace of Versailles.

---

**Capacity per layout**

- Round tables 48
- Cabaret 40
- Long table 50
- Mingle 80
- Cinema seating 60
- School seating 30

*Option with Röda Rummet 68*
RÖDA RUMMET

The room where August Strindberg discussed politics and art with other radical bohemians. That also named a novel of his after this room, Red Room.

----------------------------------------

Capacity 20
SPEGELBAREN

Here you can mingle while overlooking the incredible view over Berns Asiatiska and the magnificent crystal chandeliers.

Capacity per layout

Mingle 50
Flooded with light from the atrium, Ljusgården offers a range of possibilities.

---

Capacity per layout

Round tables 60  Cabaret 54  Long table 30  Mingle 80  Cinema seating 60  School seating 60
Galleriet’s edgy warehouse aesthetic gives it an authentic underground club vibe.

---

Capacity per layout

Mingle 150 150 Sqm
Carefully chosen materials reflect the 70s futurism that inspired the Studio.

---

Capacity per layout

Mingle 250 220 Sqm
Close to The Ballroom and Terrassen, you will find Katthavet that has an epic view over the Berzelii Park.

______________________________

Capacity per layout

Mingle 80   54 Sqm
KAMMARSALEN

A great place where you can have discussions with a friendly atmosphere for small as well as large groups.

--------------------------------------------------------------

Capacity per layout

Conference 180  197 Sqm
ADDONS

Flower decorations on table
Flowers on/at stage
Flower boxes, trees etc.

Balloons
Balloons in the entrance, balloon wall, led balloons on the tables as table numbers, balloon bouquets etc.

Special linen
Chair covers, other tablecloths/napkins in theme colours.

Print material
We can produce everything from table menus, nameplates, table settings, etc.

Led lights
On the tables instead of candles.

Foiling of entrance

Red carpet
In the entrance or specially cut carpet on the stairs/in the room

Special porcelain
Based on wishes/demand

Special furnishings
Different themes for furniture and interior design based on requests

Entertainment
Based on requests

Extra tech effects
Candy room
Hot dog trolley
Popcorn machine
DJ
Extra loge
Choir leader/producer
Storyteller about Berns

Prices on request.
THE FOOD

Regardless if it is breakfast, lunch or dinner with a continental touch or our traditional Asian family style we have it all. In order to make it easier for you we have a separate fixed menu where you can pick and choose to your liking. If you have any allergies or other requests do not hesitate to contact us and we will help you.
Located in Berzelii park - a park in central Stockholm between Nybroplan, Hamngatan and Norrmalmstorg. The park was designed by landscape architect Knut Forsberg and construction began in 1852, and the following year its lawns and gravel paths could be opened to the people of Stockholm. In 1854, Heinrich Robert Berns opened a Swiss shop where the China Theater is now located, which quickly became popular and where, among others, August Blanche was a regular customer.

The park, which has had several names, was first called Nybrosquaren, then Berzelii lund, which was soon changed to Berzelii park in 1863. In 2018 we got our dear neighbor Calle P where you can eat lunch and dinner all day every day, it’s a true oasis where the greenery forms the surroundings.

You can easily get to Berns. From Arlanda Airport and Bromma Airport you go by bus to the Central Station and then a 10 minutes walk. You can also take the Arlanda Express Train to the Central Station. Would you like us to arrange airport transfer with private car or taxi? You can reach us at +468 566 322 00.
STUREPLANSGRUPPEN

At The Cutting Edge Of The Entertainment Industry

Stureplansgruppen is active across the restaurant, entertainment, convention, contract catering, hotel and experience industries in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Visby and Åre and provides unique integrated solutions underpinned by its vision ‘one of a kind’ and business mission; We care for the guest experience. Creating memories every day.

At Stureplansgruppen, we aspire to be continuously at the cutting edge in the hospitality and experience industry,

Read more at www.stureplansgruppen.se

EKSTEDT

Humanity’s most primitive food preparation method, cooking over open flames disappeared from our daily lives long ago. All hot food served at Ekstedt is prepared using heat from a wood-fired oven, the fire pit or the wood-fired stove.

Do not miss this Michelin-starred restaurant!

Humlegårdsgatan 17 | +46 (0)8-611 12 10 | ekstedt.nu

SPESO

The rooftop restaurant Spesso is located on the 16th floor right next to the iconic NK clock. The venue includes a fantastic terrace with a 360-degree panoramic view of Stockholm. The shooting star Desireé Jaks is culinary responsible for this modern Italian where greens takes a big place.

Malmskillnadsgatan 38B | +46 (8) 480 043 98 | spesso.se

CHEZ JOLIE

In here the interior is perfectly balanced with classic French wood panels on the walls, the tables are dressed in white tablecloths and beautiful designed mirrors on the walls. Our cooking is inspired by both the French countryside as well as luxurious metropolitan bistros. C’est Chez Jolie!

Ingmar Bergmans gata 2 | +46 (0)-527 757 90 | chezjolie.se

L’AVVENTURA

The former cinema theatre is the restaurants bustling heart, with six metre high ceilings, stucco mouldings and wall paintings by Nils Asplund. “Our ambition is nothing less than taking “the Italian” to a new level.

Svansgatan 77 | +46 (0)-519 422 74 | lavventure.se

NOUR

Nour is a contemporary restaurant which rests on the foundation of Nordic premium produce sourced with the highest respect for nature. We take great pride in the craftsmanship of our trade and our inspiration comes from the subtle gastronomy of Scandinavia and Japan.

Norrlandsgatan 24 | +46 (0)-503 389 73 | restaurantarnour.se

RÖDA HUSET

The drink menu is designed by award-winning bartender Hampus Thunholm and incorporates local flavors from Sweden like carrots, plums, and raspberries. Chef Viktor Gilck serves ambitious food with inspiration from grandmothers, but with an eye on the future.

Malmskillnadsgatan 9 | +46 (0)-480 043 97 | rodahuset.nu
THE DETAILS

ADDRESS
Berns Berzelii Park,
114 83 Stockholm, Sweden.

ROOMS AND SUITES
82 rooms. Six floors.

CATEGORIES
Nine. From our cozy single rooms to a spectacular room with a Rooftop terrace.

BREAKFAST
Buffet.

RESTAURANT
Seats 180. Smart casual dining.
Serves breakfast, brunch, lunch and dinner.
Open until late 7 days a week.

BARS
Bars - One cocktail bar at the entrance floor, 6 nightclub and event bars.

TRAINING
Gym with all the essentials you need

ACCESSIBILITY
Three rooms specially designed for people with disabilities.

FACILITIES
Free high speed WiFi.
All rooms air conditioned, TV system accessible with your smart phone. Safe and generous minibar in all rooms. We also offer laundry & concierge service.